ART. 276]
LEGENDRE'S FUNCTIONS.
follows at once.    The positive sign in (B) must be taken, because when n = 1, Pn =p.    This expression for Pn is due to
272.    COR.   Since all the roots of (p* - l)n = 0 are real and lie between ± 1 inclusively, those of -r-(p2 — l)u = 0 are also real and
lie between those of (p~ — l)n = 0.    By continuing this process we see that all the roots ofPn = 0 are real and lie between ± I.
273.    The two following equations are important
(2).
j The first is usually called the differential equation and the second  j > I "the equation of differences and sometimes the scale of relation.          *
\ [     To prove these we notice that, ifu = 2Pn&n, the left-hand sides of the equations are the coefficients of hn in the expressions
By substituting u — (1 — 2ph + A2)~i these expressions are found to     .j: be zero.
The following theorems are also useful
These may be proved by substituting in
274.    The equation Pn=0 has no equal roots, for if Pn and dPJdp were zero simultaneously it would follow from the differential equation (Art. 273} that either 2?=±1 or d~Pnjdp2=Q.   The first alternative is impossible since these values of p make Pn= ±1.    Differentiating again we prove in the same way that d3Pn/dp^=0 and so on.   But this would make dnPn/dpn=Q which it is not, for by Art. 264 it is equal to An [n.
275.    The roots of Pw=0 lie between those of Plfl+l = 0.   Let ait a2, ... an be the n roots of Pn=0 in increasing order of magnitude.    Then dPJdp is alternately -t-and - when we give these values to p ; it has the same sign as Pn when p > an and is therefore positive when p = an.    But by (4) of Art. 273 Pn+1 and dPJdp have opposite signs when Pn=0 and #<1.    Hence Pn+I is alternately - and + when we put_p = al5 &c. an, and is negative when p = an.   Again Pn+1 is positive when p = l (being in fact unity), hence one root of Pw4.1 = 0 is >aw, n - 1 roots lie between those of Pn=0, and the (n+l)th root must be <o1.
276.    The reader is recommended to trace the polar curve r=a + bPn for the values ?i = l, 2, 3, &c. where P1? P2, &c. have the values given in Art. 264 and
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